
 

Release Note 7th of April 2016

New features

Grading: Share annotations with the candidates
Author: Trash for questions and question sets 
Essay questions: Define the maximum number of words candidates can write 

Improvements

Annotation: Improved interface
Planner: Possible to create empty question set and share with author

 

 

Share annotations with students
Planners can now share grader comments from the Deliver tool. This setting can be
changed at any time. Shared comments are accessed by students through the student
Dashboard.

http://inspera-2.hs-sites.com/


Deliver settings for an exam

How it works

Only candidates with status "Graded" will be able to access the comments
Candidates will only have access to comments on their own submission
Only commented questions will be shared with the candidate
In automatic questions, correct answers will be visible to the candidate

Learn more in Knowledge Base

 

Trash questions and question sets
All questions and question sets can now be moved to the Trash. Previously it was possible
to delete questions and question sets, but it was only possible to delete the content that
was not in use, and the rules for when the user actually could delete the content were
hard to understand. 

How it works

https://inspera.atlassian.net/wiki/display/KB/Sharing+grader+comments+with+candidates


If content is moved to the Trash while currently in use, it will not affect the Test
Content moved to the Trash will only be hidden, never deleted
Content can always be restored from the Trash

Learn more in Knowledge Base

Shared items can be trashed and restored by anyone with editing access. 

 

Set maximum allowed words in essays
You can limit the maximum number of words the students are allowed to write. The limit
will be visible to the students and they will get notified when the limit is reached.

Learn more in Knowledge Base.

https://inspera.atlassian.net/wiki/display/KB/Trash+questions+and+question+sets
https://inspera.atlassian.net/wiki/display/KB/Essay
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